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Patterned DBD treatment for area-selective coatings with defined topography
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Modern diagnostics in medicine or biotechnology often use chips or sensor systems

that require polymer or glass surfaces with a patterned chemical and/or physical

modification [1]. Such patterning is commercially achieved using photolithographic

processes, often involving numerous process steps. An alternative new patterning

technology with reduced number of process steps and manufacturing cost, and

avoiding the use of hazardous chemicals, is based on the use of

atmospheric-pressure plasmas with control of the ignition areas of the discharges.

Such area-selective ignition is achieved by placing suitable metallic structures in the

plasma gap of basically standard dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) equipment.

Plasma deposition or surface treatment takes place solely in the area of local

discharges. Hence, the structure of the metal will be transferred to the layer structure.

Metal structures that were used in experiments so far included metal wire meshes

with various wire diameters and mesh dimensions to produce dot patterns, or metal

foams to create non-regular structures. In other experiments laser-structured metallic

coatings on the surface of the dielectric inside the discharge gap were successfully

used to achieve a local plasma treatment. A lateral resolution of less than 500

microns with defined topography was realized. Using this technology for

plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition with 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxy-silane as a

precursor, a significant increase of the surface density of primary amines as

compared to an unstructured coating can be achieved. This allows coupling a higher

number of biomolecules on such surfaces. Moreover with defined area-selective

topographic structures, super-hydrophobic surfaces can be generated exhibiting good

stability towards water and other liquids. Super-hydrophobic layers equipped with a

pattern of hydrophilic dots show properties interesting e.g. for lab-on-a-chip devices.

[1] E. Szili et al., Biosens. Bioelectron. 2004, 19, 1395.
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